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Preface

Pointsec PC Linux Edition gives you enforceable and mandatory access control together with strong encryption in order to protect the information stored on your Linux laptops and workstations.

In This Chapter

About this Guide page 1
Accepting Delivery of Pointsec PC Linux Edition page 2
System and Hardware Requirements page 4

About this Guide

This guide is designed to get you up and running with Pointsec PC Linux Edition, and contains:

• This introductory chapter
• “Installing the Administrator’s Package” on page 5, which discusses the Pointsec PC Linux Edition components and how to install Pointsec PC Linux Edition’s administration tool, ppcadmin

Note - The Pointsec X9.9 token is used in examples where dynamic passwords are required.

Note - If a setting or dialog box is not documented, you do not need to change that setting.
Who should read this guide?

Administrators at organizations who are installing and/or deploying Pointsec PC Linux Edition and other Pointsec products should read this guide.

Note - We strongly recommend that anyone planning to install, deploy and/or manage Pointsec products attend certification training first. Contact your sales representative or visit www.checkpoint.com for more information.

Other Documentation

- Pointsec PC Linux Edition Release Notes
  Hardware and system requirements and the latest information on Pointsec PC Linux Edition
- Pointsec PC Linux Edition Administrator’s Guide
  Information for the management of Pointsec PC Linux Edition

Accepting Delivery of Pointsec PC Linux Edition

There are three methods of accepting a secure delivery of Pointsec PC Linux Edition:

- Direct Delivery
- Outside carrier delivery
- Electronic download in an e-package

See the following sections for more information.

Direct Delivery

With this delivery method, Pointsec PC Linux Edition is delivered directly to you by a Pointsec engineer. Before you accept delivery of Pointsec PC Linux Edition, always check the credentials of the Pointsec engineer.

The Pointsec PC Linux Edition CD-ROM case is sealed with three tamper-evident Pointsec stickers. Verify the authenticity of the package by ensuring that these stickers are unbroken and have not been tampered with in any way.
**Outside Carrier Delivery**

In this method of delivery, Pointsec PC Linux Edition is delivered to you directly using a third-party shipper, such as FedEx or DHL. Before you accept delivery of Pointsec PC Linux Edition, always check the credentials of the carrier.

The Pointsec PC Linux Edition CD-ROM case is sealed with three tamper-evident Pointsec stickers. Verify the authenticity of the package by ensuring that these stickers are unbroken and have not been tampered with in any way.

**Electronic Download**

In this method of delivery, you download Pointsec PC Linux Edition directly from the Internet as an e-package.

To access the Pointsec PC Linux Edition e-package, you must register for an account on the Pointsec server site.

The server site is protected with a Pointsec certificate. You must accept this certificate to access the site. Once logged in, you can see all the e-packages you have purchased.

At the site, you enter a request for a user account and fill in the required information. The account is registered and you receive an e-mail from Pointsec containing the information you need to log in and download the e-package. The e-mail also contains information on how to verify the authenticity of the e-package.

**Verifying the E-package**

Each downloaded Pointsec e-package consists of a ZIP file containing the Pointsec product and a text file, `product_file_name.txt`, containing the information you need to verify that the package has not been tampered with.

To verify that the e-package has not been tampered with, you use the command line utility `fsum.exe` or `md5sum` to compute the MD5 checksum for the ZIP file and compare it with the MD5 checksum in `product_file_name.txt`. If the checksums match, you know that the e-package has not been tampered with.


**To verify an e-package:**

1. Copy `fsum.exe`, the downloaded ZIP file and `product_file_name.txt` to a temporary folder and run the `fsum.exe` with the `-c` switch.
fsum.exe compares the checksum specified in product_file_name.txt to the checksum it computes using the MD5 algorithm for the ZIP file. If the checksum for the ZIP file matches the checksum in product_file_name.txt, the ZIP file is marked OK and you know that the e-package has not been tampered with.

Otherwise, the file is marked with the word FAILED. See “Remediating Unsuccessful Deliveries” on page 4 for more information if the verification fails.

2. Repeat this process for each Pointsec e-package you have purchased.

Remediating Unsuccessful Deliveries

If your Pointsec PC Linux Edition delivery shows signs of having been tampered with or the MD5 checksum you generate does not match the checksum in validate.txt, contact your Pointsec representative immediately for advice on how to proceed.

System and Hardware Requirements

See the Pointsec PC Linux Edition Release Notes for system and hardware requirements.
Chapter 1

Installing the Administrator’s Package

The following sections explain the components that comprise the Pointsec PC Linux Edition Administrator’s Package and how to install, upgrade and remove the package on an administrator’s workstation.

For information on deploying, managing and removing Pointsec PC Linux Edition on users’ workstations, see the section on working in ppcadmin in the Pointsec PC Linux Edition Administrator’s Guide.

In This Chapter

About the Administrator’s Package page 6
Working with the Administrator’s Package page 6
About the Administrator’s Package

The Pointsec PC Linux Edition Administrator’s Package consists of several programs. The main programs are:

Table 1-1  Administrator’s Package main programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ppcadmin</td>
<td>ppcadmin is the administration tool, handling all settings and profile configuration and letting administrators provide users with Remote Help. For more information, see: • “Working with the Administrator’s Package” on page 6 in this document • Overview of ppcadmin in the Pointsec PC Linux Edition Administrator’s Guide • Chapter on Remote Help in the Pointsec PC Linux Edition Administrator’s Guide.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ppcdaemon</td>
<td>ppcdaemon periodically checks a specified path for new update profiles and upgrade software. When ppcdaemon finds a new profile, it processes and applies the profile. For more information, see the section on working with profiles in the Pointsec PC Linux Edition Administrator’s Guide.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ppclogin</td>
<td>ppclogin manages the authentication process and applies system settings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ppcinstall</td>
<td>ppcinstall applies install profiles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ppcrecovery</td>
<td>ppcrecovery lets administrators recover encrypted information. For more information, see the section on recovering information in the Pointsec PC Linux Edition Administrator’s Guide.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Working with the Administrator’s Package

The following sections explain how to install, upgrade and remove the Pointsec PC Linux Edition Administrator’s Package.

Note - Only version 2 of Logical Volume Management (LVM), which is used by default in RedHat Enterprise Linux WS and Fedora Core 5 for the partitioning of hard drives, is supported in Pointsec PC Linux Edition. Therefore, LVM version 1 should be disabled before Pointsec PC Linux Edition is installed or removed.
Installing the Administrator’s Package

The following section explains how to install the Pointsec PC Linux Edition Administrator’s Package.

Note - Always back up the workstation before installing Pointsec PC Linux Edition Administrator’s Package or its components.

To install the Administrator’s Package:

1. Copy the Pointsec PC Linux Edition distribution to a suitable directory on your Linux workstation and unpack it.

2. In the directory, run the following installation script:
   
   ```
   exec ppc_admin_install-<ppc release number>-<build number>.sh
   Example:
   ppc_admin_install-2.2.1-61.sh
   ```
   
   The script starts and displays the license agreement.

3. Read the agreement and enter **Yes** to agree to it.

4. Pointsec PC Linux Edition Administrator’s Package requires two user accounts to start. When prompted, enter the name of the user account. Enter and confirm a password for the account.

5. Repeat the step above for the second account.

   The installation script completes the installation.

6. Place the license file you have received from Check Point in the `/etc/ppc` directory with the name `cp.license`

   You can now access Pointsec PC Linux Edition Administrator’s Package. For further information, see the chapter on Accessing ppcadmin in the *Pointsec PC Linux Edition Administrator’s Guide*.

Upgrading the Administrator’s Package

The following section explains how to upgrade the Pointsec PC Linux Edition Administrator’s Package.

To upgrade the Administrator’s Package:

1. Copy the latest Pointsec PC Linux Edition distribution to a suitable directory on your Linux workstation and unpack it.

2. In the directory, run the following installation script:
   
   ```
   exec ppc_admin_install-<ppc release number>-<build number>.sh
   Example:
   ppc_admin_install-2.2.1-61.sh
   ```
The script starts and determines that Pointsec PC Linux Edition Administrator’s Package is already installed.

3. Place the license file you have received from Check Point in the /etc/ppc directory with the name cp.license.

Removing the Administrator’s Package

The following section explains how to remove Pointsec PC Linux Edition Administrator’s Package.

To remove the Administrator’s Package do one of the following:

• Deploy an uninstall profile. For information, see the section on Creating Uninstall Profiles in the Pointsec PC Linux Edition Administrator’s Guide.

• On clients, decrypt all devices and then run `rpm -e p4l`.

• In the ppcadmin Tools menu, under System settings select Uninstall.

After reboot, all encrypted devices will be decrypted and Pointsec PC Linux Edition Administrator’s Package will be removed.
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